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Summary 
 

- 5 years stealth development of hardware and middleware solution  
- Solution idea and company vision based on extensive project experience 
- Development team has significant experience with security solutions 
- Coming out of stealth with early adopter paying customers 
- Significant backlog of prospects waiting for the solution 
- Recent addition of successful sales and marketing executives 

 
Development started: 2014 
Launched Product: 2019 
 
Number of employees: < 50 
 
Funding: Bootstrap and angle funded 
 
Headquarters: Newport Beach, CA 
 
Website: www.armorsci.com 
 
Social:  Twitter  LinkedIn 
 
Executive Team: 
Kevin Spence, President  
Nicholas Buchanan, Chief Technology Officer LinkedIn 
Scott Mohr, Chief Revenue Officer LinkedIn 
Kurt Milne, Chief Marketing Officer LinkedIn 
 
Boilerplate: Armor Scientific is a cybersecurity company that delivers a next-gen identity 

governance platform that changes the way users and devices access and work in a trusted 
environment. The Armor Platform includes a wearable GPS biometric hardware token that 
eliminates username and password. Users and devices are all protected by location-aware multi 
factor authentication, a blockchain-enabled cryptographic assurance domain, AI/ML behavior 
analytics and an outcome-assured workflow engine.  
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Origins 
 

Armor Scientific Holdings, Inc. is a bootstrapped and angle funded startup that began 
product development based on a clear customer vision in 2014. 
 
Nick Buchanan – Chief Technology Officer – is a customer focused technology visionary. 
He builds Armor solutions based on his track record of security product excellence at 
companies like IBM, Taos Mountain, and SecureAuth. He is a well established thought 
leader in identity and access management space. His vision is honed based on direct 
involvement deploying highly critical global systems with 100+ projects in banking, 
logistics, healthcare, and government industry sectors. 

 
His commitment to a data driven and scientific approach to problem solving, combined 
with his desire to protect customers, inspired the name of the company – Armor 
Scientific.  
 
Kevin Spence – President – In more than 35 years of executive and financial leadership, 
Kevin has delivered phenomenal customer growth for a range of early stage companies. 
In his early career Kevin was an Audit Partner with the International accounting firm 
KPMG.  Transitioning to private industry, Kevin joined USFilter Corporation as its Chief 
Financial Officer where he oversaw a growth strategy which included more than 250 
acquisitions resulting in revenue growth from $17M to over $4B and a listing on the 
New York Stock Exchange.  All led to an eventual sale of the business for $6.2 billion in 
cash.  Since that sale, Kevin has been involved as a serial entrepreneur assisting 
businesses attain their growth objectives. 

 
Bootstrap product development 

 
The development of both the hardware and middleware solution have been led by a 
staff of engineers and developers with significant experience in cyber security.  

 
- Hardware - The proprietary and purpose-built hardware has gone from prototype, to 1st 

generation, to silicon-based 2nd generation, and will be available in several form factors 
for industrial and commercial use. 

- Middleware – The connectivity and logic of the platform relies on a combination of 
proven identity access and governance functionality, as well as an innovative 
cryptographic key and blockchain distributed ledger technology that deploys seamlessly 
and forms the foundation for the entire Armor Platform. 

 
Coming out of Stealth 
 

Armor exits stealth phase with working product (both hardware and middleware) and 
have early adopter paying customers.  
 
Armor has a significant backlog of customers currently awaiting general availability.  
 



Hiring for Growth 
 
Armor recently hired a head of sales and head of marketing to the launch brand and 
prepare for customer growth.  

Scott Mohr – Chief Revenue Officer - brings a 20+ year track record of building 
successful sales and channel teams that exceed quota.  Most recently, he was 
responsible for Cisco’s global cloud and datacenter partner go to market activities. He is 
responsible for all aspects of Armor sales and business development. He is passionate 
about partners, applications, datacenter and cloud technology, security, and IOT. 

Kurt Milne – Chief Marketing Officer - is a seasoned technology marketing executive 
with more than 25 years in various marketing leadership and engineering roles. Kurt has 
a startup marketing growth mindset honed at software startups CliQr (acquired by Cisco 
Systems 2016), Remedy (acquired by BMC Software), Extricity (acquired by Peregrine), 
as well as VMware and Hewlett Packard. He is an inbound marketing specialist with a 
focus on social media and compelling content 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


